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Abstract
What kind of candidates do voters in aid-dependent countries prefer? Recent literature in
political science has attributed the electoral consequences of foreign aid to credit claiming
by politicians (Cruz and Schneider 2017) or to the ability of politicians to allocate these
funds strategically (Briggs 2012; Jablonski 2014). However, both these mechanisms assume
an asymmetry of information between voters and politicians: if voters were better informed
about politicians’ programmatic efforts, they would not reward politicians for foreign aid.
Yet, in countries with low tax-to-GDP ratios and high aid dependency, voters adapt their
expectations in light of foreign aid and elect politicians with characteristics that make them
more likely to secure and efficiently disburse foreign aid. In this paper, I conduct a survey
experiment amongst Pakistani undergraduate students and find that voters are more likely
to choose candidates with foreign degrees and previous experience with the World Bank. I
also find that voters are more likely to opt for programs with individually targeted benefits
in the form of cash handouts. This suggests that voters explicitly choose characteristics that
signal candidates’ performance along the foreign aid dimension, rather than voting on the
basis of misattributed credit. It also suggests that foreign aid does not necessarily diminish
voters’ perception of the local government (Dolan 2020).
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1

Introduction

Foreign aid is an unearned resource for developing countries which disrupts the conventional fiscal contract between voters and politicians. Foreign aid can have electoral consequences by creating perverse incentives for politicians; Jablonski (2014) shows that politicians
in Kenya can use their informational advantage over donors to maneuver the subnational
allocation of aid towards their copartisans and coethnic voters. This allows them to translate
aid into votes. Even where local politicians may not have direct access to foreign aid funds
due to administrative constraints, they can attempt to seek credit for it by aligning themselves with aid projects and increasing their presence in constituencies that receive foreign
aid (Cruz and Schneider 2017).
While on the one hand, aid can change politicians’ electoral strategies, it can also allow
them to more broadly lower accountability pressures. Like oil, foreign aid can create a rentier
effect (Ross 2001): if foreign aid constitutes a large fraction of a government’s revenue,
governments can use it to dampen taxes and increase patronage. As accountability weakens,
countries dependent on foreign aid may register decreasing democracy ratings. In a couple
of cross-country studies using Freedom House ratings, Knack (2004) finds that foreign aid
has no discernible impact on democracy, while more recent work (Kersting and Kilby 2014)
shows that aid has a small but positive effect on democracy in the long run, but only for
recipient countries that are allocated aid based on democratization incentives and not for
geostrategic reasons.
But all these theories make certain assumptions about voters’ perceptions of foreign aid,
i.e., foreign aid either does not figure into voters’ decision making or that voters’ knowledge
of access to and responsibility for foreign aid is manipulable by politicians. Democracy
ratings can drop because in the absence of a strong tax-public goods fiscal linkage, voters
are not able to hold politicians accountable at the ballot. Yet, how governance in general,
and democracy in particular, fares in the shadow of foreign aid requires a deeper, more
disaggregated empirical analysis. It also raises the question of voters’ response to the presence
of foreign aid: why do voters continue to reelect (reward) politicians even when they are
unsuccessful in providing public goods? Is it because voters are misinformed about politician
performance, or is it because well-informed voters elect politicians who are more likely to
secure foreign aid for their constituents?
Recent research has shown that voters respond strongly to cues about candidates’ past
occupation and place of residence (Campbell and Cowley 2014) and that they care about
candidate performance even amongst coethnics (Carlson 2015). Policy preferences also de-
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termine vote choice: voters engage in proximity voting, preferring politicians whose policy
preferences are closest to their own (Tomz and Houweling 2008; Frye 2015). Furthermore,
voters’ preferences over gender are contingent on office level but a meta-analysis of 42 candidate choice experiments finds that voters prefer female candidates to male candidates
(Schwarz and Coppock 2019). How do these preferences translate to voters in developing
countries, particularly in contexts where politicians’ performance is delinked from overt service delivery? This paper focuses on the case of Pakistan, a country with a high and stable
aid-to-GDP ratio and an unstable and low tax-to-GDP ratio. Where fiscal resources constrain politicians from engaging in predictable and credible service delivery, do voters still
care about characteristics such as education and occupation?
This paper studies candidate electability in the shadow of foreign aid. In a survey conducted amongst a representative sample of Pakistani undergraduates, I find that voters
prefer candidates whose educational attainment and past employment signals their ability
to secure foreign aid for their constituency. I also find that voters prefer targeted benefits,
specifically cash grants, to indivisible public goods that augur broad-based benefits for the
entire constituency. Unlike previous literature on foreign aid and electoral benefits which
suggests that such preferences may be grounded in misinformation and the politicians’ credit
claiming ability, I argue that voter behavior is rational and is driven by their knowledge of
the role politicians play in securing and efficiently disbursing foreign aid to their constituents.
Pakistan is a pertinent setting to study the effect of foreign aid on voter preferences since
the country has received large amounts of bilateral and multilateral developmental assistance
post 9/11 and to deal with two large scale natural disasters in 2005 (earthquake) and 2010
(floods). Pakistan has consistently been amongst the top 10 foreign aid recipients since
2000, and is amongst the top 30 in the long-run average from 1970-2019; in 2015, Pakistan
was the 3rd on the list of top ODA (Official Development Assistance) recipients (OECD
2019). Pakistan’s gaping current account balance has also brought it repeatedly to IMF’s
doorstep, with tied funding from the IMF spearheading the establishment of the country’s
largest social safety net: a needs based basic cash grant targeted at women 1 . Voters in
Pakistan are well-exposed to foreign aid; in the student survey conducted in summer 2018,
66% of the respondents claimed to know of USAID and about 33% were able to correctly
identify that USAID provided funds for development projects, while about 42% believed
USAID is responsible for providing funding for the provision of public goods2 . In countries
1

the Benazir Income Support Program, launched in July 2008
These percentages are not reflective of the average voter in Pakistan since the sample selects on high
educational attainment
2
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where voters are exposed to foreign aid and are likely to be foreign aid beneficiaries, their
voting decisions are likely to be effected by the presence of foreign aid.
In the survey experiments conducted amongst Pakistani undergraduates, I find that when
asked to choose, voters prefer candidates with a foreign degree and with previous experience
in the World Bank to candidates with a local degree and previous experience as an industrialist. The latter profile within Pakistani politics is associated with politicians who have
strong local networks but are unlikely to deliver to their constituencies due to high levels of
corruption and low resources. Instead, foreign aid is often administered federally to avoid
local politician corruption; yet citizen access to these programs still requires initiative and
support from local politicians. I also find supporting evidence for uncertainty: in the public
goods experiment, voters are more likely to choose targeted, cash-based benefits.
This paper seeks to make several contributions, foremost to the literature on electability in
developing, aid-dependent countries. It argues that potential access to foreign aid may drive
voter behavior, inducing a preference for better educated individuals with experience in aid
agencies. This is an argument against relatability (Carnes and Lupu 2016); voters in Pakistan
want to select individuals better than themselves as they might be more adept at securing
foreign aid. Previous work on legislators’ educational requirements in Pakistan also suggests
that instituting an educational requirement for legislators in 2004 (candidates without an
undergraduate degree could not run for legislative office) actually increased competition
in constituencies where previous candidates enjoyed strong indigenous appeal and support
(Afzal 2014). In addition, constituencies that elected more educated legislators after the
passage of the law were more likely to register an increase in development expenditures
(Afzal 2009), signaling their ability to better negotiate federal funds.
In addition to addressing electability and foreign aid, this paper also makes a design
contribution by using survey experiments to study a research question in a setting where
observational data on political variables is scarce. Using survey experiments to elicit preferences and attitudes is a burgeoning practice in political science and facilitates a low-cost
treatment intervention to causally identify its impact on self-reported behavioral outcomes.
I use a geographically representative sample of university going students. To the issue of
artificially increasing the intensity of treatments in survey experiments and their divergence
from information revealed through actual media (Barabas & Jerit 2010), I design the candidate and public goods profiles to reflect real-world choices as closely as possible. While
this compromises on the intensity of the treatment and, subsequently, the magnitude of the
treatment effects, it buys me external validity and increases my confidence in the plausibility
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of the results to apply outside the experimental setting.
The paper proceeds by first laying out the existing literature pertaining to foreign aid and
governance in section 2 and then moving on to delineate an alternative theory of electability
in the shadow of foreign aid in section 3. Section 4 discusses the research design, while the
subsequent two sections detail the empirical strategy. Section 8 presents the empirical findings and explores their implications for the theory, while section 9 concludes with suggestions
on how this research agenda can be taken forward.

2

Foreign Aid, State Capacity and Governance

Democratic political exchange occurs between voters who pay taxes and can use their
vote to hold incumbents accountable, and politicians whose primary objective is to retain
a voter support base large enough to ensure reelection. Good governance, at least in its
procedural Weberian dimension, represents a smooth implementation of this fiscal contract
linking taxation and public goods. Yet in the absence of high tax revenues, governments
can tap into alternative fiscal resources to provide good governance. Beyond its procedural
definition, governance also refers to a state’s capacity to provide public goods and retain
legitimacy and autonomy (Fukuyama 2013; Fukuyama 2016). This state capacity is often
a function of the state’s ability to extract resources, coordinate the provision of goods and
ensure compliance from the public (Berwick and Christia 2018).
Developing countries with low tax revenues can use foreign aid to fill the extraction
gap and thereby bypass development of coordination and public goods provision capacity.
They can also use foreign aid to ensure compliance amongst their constituencies even in
the absence of tax revenue. In a series of papers, Bueno de Mesquita and Smith show that
the unearned nature of foreign aid allows leaders to resist threats of removal by buying off
potential revolutionaries (2010), that leaders may attempt to access “easy money” to pay
off their supporting coalitions (2012) and that recipient leaders are willing to trade aid for
policy concessions to donors in order to ramp up their own survival probabilities (2007). In
more recent research, Arias (2017) explores the effect of decrease in the interest rate set by
the U.S. Federal Reserve on the ability of recipient countries to access cheap sovereign debt,
which they use for electoral motives.
While governments and leaders use foreign aid as free money, this free money may not always have negative consequences for state capacity in particular, and governance in general.
The more recent literature on the unintended consequences of foreign aid focus on politician
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effort to claim credit for a resource that they are not responsible for, and over which they
can often exercise little political control. In certain cases, politicians use foreign aid to claim
credit by strategic allocation of funds to meet electoral objectives (Briggs 2012; Jablonski
2014). The political allocation literature establishes that politicians can garner electoral
benefits from this allocation, yet they cannot capture the funds themselves. Their allocation
advise can pass muster because the implementation of foreign aid is conducted in partnership with local governments, often due to their informational advantage. In the other case
when aid allocation is not manipulated, local politicians may manifest behavioral changes
that allow them to claim credit: Cruz and Schneider (2017) found that local politicians in
Philippines increased their physical presence in municipalities benefiting from World Bank
funded community driven development projects.
While on the one hand politicians change their political strategies in light of foreign aid, on
the other voters also reevaluate the dimensions along which they cast their vote when foreign
aid is in play. Existing literature on credit claiming and foreign aid suggests that foreign
aid increases citizen support and their perceived legitimacy of the government (Dolan 2019;
Dietrich, Mahmud and Winters 2017). It also indicates that even without exercising direct
control, politicians are able to exploit foreign aid funded projects for their electoral gains.
The literature does not, however, theorize citizens’ decision making calculus; the conventional
argument attributes ignorance to voters, ascribing their support for local politicians to a lack
of information. Yet these voters experience tangible benefits due to development programs;
they may even rally their local politicians to bid for initial roll-out of new development
projects. Instead of rationalizing their votes according to a definition of good governance
based on the fiscal contract (Sacks 2012), this paper proposes to understand voting behavior
as utility maximizing, that rewards an alternative form of good governance in the presence
of foreign aid. Within this alternative understanding of governmental performance, citizens
may electorally support politicians for smooth access to public funds rather than for the
direct provision of public goods. The paper therefore focuses on how well-informed, rational
voters can reward foreign aid due to ecological variables that effect voters’ decision making;
i.e., the economy’s instability, politicians’ incredible programmatic promises and the inflated
marginal value of immediate benefits. Beneficiaries of existing foreign aid projects also
respond to negative inducements by politicians, as they would rather vote for the incumbent
than lose their long run stream of benefits (Mares and Young 2018).
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3

A Theory of Electability in the shadow of Foreign Aid

How does foreign aid affect electability? Existing candidate choice and electability literature in the developed world focus on the three key theories of electability - proximity,
direction and discounting (Tomz and Houweling 2008). In developing countries where candidates’ programmatic performance is often irrelevant for the vast majority of poor voters,
they want to elect politicians who can provide them with targeted benefits that improve
their immediate well-being, as well as smooth and continued access to these benefits. Where
local financing is low and uncertain, politicians often look towards foreign aid to fill in the
public goods gap. Yet, they are still important in ensuring their constituents have smooth
and continued access to these programs. To elect such candidates, voters look towards education and previous occupation as cues to candidates’ potential performance on the foreign
aid dimension.
My theory of electability is based on two key arguments: first, that poor voters demand
targeted benefits and that they elect politicians who are more likely to secure these benefits
through foreign aid, looking to their education and previous occupation as key cues of their
future performance.
Why do voters demand benefits funded through foreign aid and elect politicians who are
most likely to bring them these benefits? In my sample of Pakistani undergraduates studying
at public universities, 40% reported having an annual household income of approximately
$3,600 and only 4% reported having an annual household income in excess of $12,000. In
2019, the average Pakistani annual household income was only $587, so the sample consists
of educated, relatively wealthy constituents. Yet, even these constituents face difficulty in
getting access to basic public goods; almost 40% of these respondents believed that their
fiscal situation was extremely dire, and that the key problem facing Pakistan was the country’s bleak fiscal situation. About 56% of the respondents also believe that one of the key
responsibilities of a politician is to ensure constituents’ access to cash grants.
Figure 1 below uses the geocoded data on World Bank projects released by AidData to
show the location of World Bank projects in Pakistan, a country that has received large
amounts of foreign aid both bilaterally post 9/11 and multilaterally to address two major
natural disasters in 2005 and 2010. It has also remained amongst the top ten recipients of
Official Development Assistance since 2000. A key feature of foreign aid, at least that
committed through multilateral organizations, has been its stickiness; many NGOs and
partner organizations that were established to better manage the foreign aid influx have
continued to attract development funds to Pakistan. Moving across Figure 1 from panel
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(a) to panel (c) shows the incremental presence of World Bank within Pakistan. Due to
local connections and partnerships, foreign aid projects tend to be path dependent and the
likelihood of beneficiary locations not receiving new projects is quite low. Politicians involved
with forging partnerships with foreign aid providers are thus able to use these projects to
court votes, whereas the benefits of foreign aid projects encourage voters to reward politicians
who are more likely to build such partnerships.

(a) WB Projects started 1995-2000

(b) WB Projects started in 1995-2000

(c) WB Projects started 1995-2014

Figure 1: World Bank Project Locations in Pakistan (1995-2014)
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When voters are aware that foreign aid is a key source of targeted benefits for them,
they will seek out candidates who can secure such funding for their constituents and ensure
access to it. This, coupled with the uncertainty of programmatic promises in developing,
aid-dependent countries is what leads to voters rewarding characteristics that cue them on
their candidates’ performance along the foreign aid dimension.
3.1

Uncertainty in Programmatic Promises

Good governance refers to a well-functioning fiscal contract: citizens pledge their taxes for
the provision of public goods, acknowledging some equilibrium level of social redistribution
to occur. In institutionally weak states, where the costs of improving revenue collection
are prohibitively high and the resultant capacity of the government to provide public goods
is low, citizens may reward politicians for alternative forms of good governance. Rather
than supporting local politicians for foreign aid funded, federally administered development
programs because of ignorance or lack of information, citizens may rationally cast votes for
politicians who offer them access guarantees for these programs.

Figure 2: Tax to GDP and Aid to GDP Ratio, Pakistan (1960-2018)
Figure 2 uses panel data from the World Development Indicators to chart the tax to
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GDP ratio and aid to GDP ratio for Pakistan, between the years 1960-2018. While tax
revenue is a substantially higher percentage of GDP, it has hardly ever crossed the 15%
mark, whereas most well-functioning democracies are required to have tax to GDP ratios of
at least 20%. The figure further indicates two key patterns: a) the moving average of net
ODA receipts by Pakistan have also been on the rise in the recent decades, while the average
tax to GDP ratio has been declining and b) the tax to GDP ratio series is also less stable,
with a standard deviation of 1.5 versus a standard deviation of 0.70 for the series of net aid
receipts as a percentage of GDP.
It is likely, then, that voters in Pakistan consider public goods funded through taxation
as more uncertain and more subject to the volatility of politicians’ promises. They are thus
more likely to reward immediate and relatively more predictable benefits coming from the
effective channeling of foreign aid.
3

3.2

4

Candidate Characteristics as Political Cues

How do voters choose between political candidates? To reiterate, politicians’ programmatic promises are plagued by uncertainty and time inconsistency, particularly in the context
of institutionally weak, resource poor democracies that depend disproportionately on foreign
aid receipts and organizations for the provision of basic public goods. Voters adapt to this
pattern of public good allocation and reward politicians who are able to secure more foreign
aid access for them, either through new projects or through existing projects.
How do voters assess candidates for these characteristics? I argue that candidates’ previous occupational experience as well as their education are credible signals of their ability to
channel foreign aid to their constituencies. A vast literature on political cues suggests, especially within the context of politics in the U.S., that voters utilize revealed characteristics
to form perceptions about their political candidates (Conover 1981; Conover and Feldman
1989). The key idea is that voters find it costly to evaluate politicians’ policy positions,
especially since politicians like to maintain ambiguous policy positions particularly while
campaigning, in an attempt to broaden their appeal to voters. Voters, therefore, use the
information that is available to them to form perceptions of their candidates. More recent
work within the U.S. context has focused on ascriptive racial and gender characteristics and
their impact on candidate perception (Domke 2001; Valentino et al 2002; Valentino et al
2006), and on reliance on elite cues (e.g. Zaller 1992) to form attitudes on foreign policy.
3

Indicator available as in WDI
Constructed by author using the net receipts of Official Development Assistance at current dollars,
divided by real GDP
4
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In the context of elections in Pakistan, each political candidate has to reveal information
regarding their education, since they must at least have an undergraduate degree in order
to run for public office. In addition, in recent years, candidates have advertised their prior
occupational engagements to build their profile as professional and able individuals who can
lead the country towards much needed economic progress. Information regarding candidates’
prior occupational engagements and income has also been released due to a transparency
move by Pakistan’s Federal Board of Revenue in 2013 when they decided to publish records
of all income tax payers in the country, including legislators. Recent research shows that
this move affected tax compliance behavior amongst political candidates, especially those
running in electorally competitive districts (Malik 2019). Therefore education and occupation are two key candidate characteristics that are revealed during political campaigning in
Pakistan, and that serve as an important cue for voters in building associative expectations
regarding political candidates’ future policies. Additionally, due to the stereotypical profile
of individuals hired by international organizations, voters are likely to associate international
graduate degrees with heightened ability to secure foreign aid.
Given the time inconsistency of politicians’ preferences, and in light of the cues voters
draw from candidate characteristics, I expect to find that:
H1: Voters prefer candidates with previous work experience in international aid organizations to candidates who have worked in the domestic economy.
H2: All else equal, voters prefer candidates with who have degrees from an international
institution as it signals their ability to secure incremental aid and to channel existing
aid efficiently to their constituency.
As an ancillary test of voter behavior as affected by uncertainty, I also conduct a public
goods experiment to estimate voters’ choice over public goods as a function of their type and
fiscal source. I expect that voters factor uncertainty into their decision making and are more
likely to prefer the stable fiscal source of foreign aid funded goods, and that they are more
likely to prefer goods provided as immediate cash benefits rather than tangible public goods
with relatively longer implementation timelines. Here too, I rely on framing cues during the
initial part of the questionnaire to help voters associate the cash good with an existing social
safety net in Pakistan that has been financed, at least partially, through foreign aid funding.
This leads to the following two hypotheses:
H3: Voters are more likely to prefer public goods funded by international fiscal resources to
public goods funded by the domestic government.
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H4: Voters are more likely to prefer public goods that provide immediate cash to tangible
public goods with long-run benefits.
Since I rely on cues to activate the salience of foreign aid, I also test whether knowledge
of foreign aid is more likely to be associated with the pro-foreign aid preferences. I therefore
test the following two hypotheses:
H5: Voters who are more knowledgeable about foreign aid are more likely to vote for a
public good financed through foreign aid.
H6: Voters who are more knowledgeable about foreign aid are more likely to vote for a political candidate who has previous work experience with international aid organizations.

4

Research Design

In order to test the theory of voter preferences, I conducted a survey experiment amongst
undergraduate students in Pakistan, almost all of whom were of voting age at the time of
Pakistan’s last General Elections in July 20185 . I operationalize voter preferences by a
choice-inducing behavioral measure, i.e., the willingness to vote. The survey includes two
experimental tasks: the first asks them to pledge their vote for a candidate from amongst
two candidate profiles, while the second asks them to vote for a public good from amongst
two potential public good profiles. By inducing respondents to choose between two potential
profiles, I am able to introduce a cost in their decision-making process and increase the
credibility of the measure. The choice-induced measure and the structure of my instrument
closely follows the immigration conjoint experiment carried out by Hainmuller and Hopkins
(2015). Figures 3 and 4 below show a sample profile of a potential candidate and a potential
public good that was presented to the respondents. Here, it is important to note that the
actual questionnaire was translated and printed in Urdu, and that each respondent was only
presented with one candidate choice task and one public good choice task6 .
5

Six entries in the data record an age lower than 18; five of them are coded as 17 while one of them is
coded as 1 and can be attributed to data entry error
6
Since the survey was conducted on paper, I had the choice of presenting them with more than one task
or with a singular task. The possibility that in a printed survey, respondents could “go back” and check
the consistency of their answers, which undergraduates are prone to doing, could have created unnecessary
confusion in conducting the survey. Therefore, I chose to conduct the survey cleanly and swiftly over
enhancing the sample size and stuck to presenting one task of each type to each respondent
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Figure 3: Candidate Experiment - Potential Profile

Figure 4: Public Goods Experiment - Potential Profile
The survey was conducted in partnership with a consultancy firm in Pakistan7 , so my
sampling frame consists of all undergraduate institutions where the consultancy firm had previously established contact. I am therefore able to tap into a geographically well-represented
sample without prohibitively escalating my cost. The survey was conducted over a total
period of six weeks in 16 public universities across 13 cities from three provinces in Pakistan
(Pakistan has a total of four administrative provinces; we were unable to access universities
in Balochistan due to security and linguistic concerns). Surveys were sent out to enumerators within the universities who conducted the survey in a classroom setting and returned
the filled surveys to the firm’s local contact. Each enumerator received a survey protocol
7

Carnelian Co., a communication consulting firm that has been working across Pakistan, in partnership
with international aid agencies since 1991. Their most recent project was focused on youth’s tolerance
training which they conducted across Pakistani undergraduate institutions in partnership with United States
Institute of Peace.
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that they were instructed to follow through (Appendix B). The firm was under contract to
continue the survey process until they were able to reach a target sample of 1000 undergraduates. The survey was conducted on paper and was translated into Urdu with help from the
Gallup survey team in Pakistan.
In order to isolate the effect of foreign aid linkages on candidate choice and public goods
choice, I presented each experiment as a conjoint experiment. As mentioned earlier, I was
constrained to conducting the survey on paper and could comprehensively vary only two
factors in each the public goods and the candidate experiment. I vary a third factor, i.e.,
gender, in the candidate experiment but this variation is only across respondents and not
within respondents. In other words, no respondent gets to choose across gender when selecting which candidate to vote for; gender is held constant within a questionnaire. Since
there were two variable factors for the candidate experiment, I had six unique questionnaires
with male candidate choices, and six unique questionnaires with female candidate choices8 .
Full randomization was only done for the candidate experiment and not for the public goods
experiment, so for example, all respondents receiving version 1 of the candidate experiment
received the same version of the public goods experiment. However, in order to reduce any
spill-over effects between the two experiments, the sections were separated by a long section
on demographic characteristics. There are, therefore, a total of 12 unique versions of the
survey instrument; these 12 versions were compiled into a single pdf file which was then
printed by the firm and stacked in order. The randomization occurred while handing out
the questionnaires with each successive respondent receiving a different version. Since I do
not fully randomize across both experiments, I cannot comprehensively assess how voting
behavior along one dimension (e.g., choice of candidate) might affect voting behavior along
a second dimension (i.e., choice of public good). However, this does not constrain my ability
to conduct independent analysis on each experiment in isolation. The reason for restricting
the unique versions to 12 (instead of 72 with complete randomization) was due to ease the
implementation of an on-paper, in-person survey with brute-force randomization9
The factorial design of the two experiments can be summarized as:
• Public Goods experiment: 2×2×2 design (Education (Foreign (M.Sc.) / Local (B.A.))
× Experience (International aid organization / Domestic industrialist) × Gender (Male
8

I do not vary the order in which the candidate profiles appear, which is a limitation of the survey design
The partnering firm raised concern with difficulty in randomizing 72 different versions, particularly as
many classrooms were capped at about 50 students, and they expressed confusion about which version to
start randomization with in subsequent classrooms.
9
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/ Femae)). Gender only varies across respondents and does not vary within a single
questionnaire.
• Candidate experiment: 2×2 design (Source of funding (Foreign government / Domestic
Government) × Type (tangible public good/cash grant).
As Hainmuller et al (2014) suggest, conjoint experiments allow for the complete variation
of attributes which results in a large number of potential profiles presented to the respondents. Here, I would like to point out two ways in which my on-paper conjoint experiment
differs from the structure of the Hainmuller and Hopkins’ (2015) immigration experiment.
First, each respondent is presented with only one candidate experiment and one public goods
experiment. This is due to both a logistical reason as the survey was done on paper, and
also due to a design-based reason: inducing university students to choose between different
kinds of candidates while varying single attributes repeatedly within the same questionnaire
may lead to a respondent cheap-talk effect where they lose interest in the survey and fill it
in without analyzing the choices completely.
Therefore, while I might not be able to multiply the sample size by presenting respondents
with different versions of the experiment, I am able to ensure that all potential profiles are
present in the sample (and these profiles correspond with profiles of actual politicians in
Pakistan, or actual public goods) and that I am able to estimate non-parametric Average
Conditional Marginal Effects (ACME) (Hainmuller et al, 2014).

5

Conjoint Experiments and Political Behavior

While conjoint experiments are often used in market research, they are still used quite
rarely by social scientists (see e.g. Hainmuller and Hopkins, 2015). In particular, most of
the research using conjoint experiments is conducted using online platforms and is therefore
focused on developed country samples. Survey research in developing countries often uses
either list experiments, endorsement experiments or the use of randomly assigned vignettes
(see for example Banerjee et al (2014) for an example of survey experiments in political
science and Glynn (2013) for the utility of list experiments). However, list experiments are
best suited to in-person surveys which have very high costs, while endorsement and vignette
experiments are often either able to vary just one factor (in many cases, a single word), or
are not able to isolate confounding effects. The advantage of doing a conjoint experiment is
twofold: it induces respondents to make a choice, thereby introducing a cost. Further, it also
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allows the estimation of component effects, isolating for example, the impact of a change in
education on the choice of a political candidate versus the change in experience on the choice
of a candidate. In addition, it also allows for the estimation of interaction effects amongst
all potential varying factors.
In particular, to better understand how voter preferences for foreign aid might manifest
themselves, using a conjoint analysis allows for the simultaneous estimation of multiple
theoretical mechanisms (Hainmuller et al, 2014). In the candidate experiment, it enables
an understanding of which of the two candidate characteristics, education or experience,
provide a stronger cue to voter preferences while also evaluating the potential effect of an
interaction between education and experience. Similarly, in the public goods experiment, it
enables a simultaneous test of time and risk preferences by presenting a choice between an
immediate cash grant and a tangible public good. Furthermore, since conjoint experiments
mask respondent choice by varying more than one factor, they are also likely to reduce social
desirability bias (Hainmuller et al, 2014). Even though I vary relatively few factors in each
experiment, I address social desirability bias by not collecting any identifying information
and ensuring the anonymity of all respondents.
5.1

Empirical Strategy

I employ the use of Average Marginal Component Effects (ACME) (Hainmuller et al,
2014), evaluated through linear regressions to test my hypotheses. For ACME to consistently
estimate coefficients of interest, the study design needs to meet three assumptions:
5.2

Stability and No Carryover Effects:

This assumption requires that respondents’ choice in one task is not affected by their
choice in the other tasks presented to them during the course of the survey. Carryover
effects are more likely when a conjoint analysis requires respondents to perform the same
choice task (i.e., vote for a candidate) across different profiles as in Hainmuller and Hopkins
(2015). In this paper, the survey experiment used presents each task only once, so that each
respondent has to only vote for a candidate once and vote for a public good once during the
course of the survey. It may be plausible that their choice in one task nevertheless effects
their choice in the second task by priming them to the purpose of the survey. Unfortunately,
it was possible to alter the order of the two survey experiments across respondents, again
owing to the constraint of performing brute randomization via the distribution of paperbased questionnaires. However, I separate the two survey experiments with a battery of
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questions that are either demographic or are otherwise neutral with respect to foreign aid. I
assume that the insertion of this neutral section removes the possibility of carryover effects
across the two survey experiments and ensures stability of responses.
5.3

Profile-Order Effects:

For ACME to be an efficient and consistent non-parametric estimator, it is also important
to assume that respondents’ choice is not a function of the ordering of factors. Again, owing
to the paper-based nature of the survey, it was not possible to vary the order in which the
attributes appeared. However, this was also redundant to some extent as both the public
goods experiment and the candidate experiment presented information on only two factors.
Respondents were not required to scroll down a long list as in Hainmuller and Hopkins
(2015), therefore making the existence of profile-order effects unlikely.
5.4

Randomization of the Profiles:

This assumption allows for potential outcomes (respondents’ choice) to be independent of
the profiles; it requires that profile attributes are successfully randomized across all respondents. This assumption poses an issue when certain potential profiles are not included in the
final version since they might not map onto real world examples, or in the case where their
distributional support is weighted according to their real-world distribution. The survey in
this paper completely randomizes all potential profiles across respondents, therefore ensuring
that respondent choices are independent of the profiles presented to them. In other words,
the survey ensures a uniform distribution over p(t) by design, where p(t) is the probability
that any one profile is selected in a given survey. It therefore also obviates the need to use
a weighted estimation equation.

6

Results

The survey experiment was conducted in Pakistan between September 2018 and November 2018; it was fielded amongst students from 16 universities across 3 provinces in Pakistan
(Figure 5 below).
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Figure 5: Location of In-Sample Universities
The highest representation in the sample was from Southern Punjab (the city of Multan)
due to the partnering consultancy firm’s head office in the city. All the universities are
public universities and the survey was fielded either before or after regular class sessions,
with encouragement from the professors leading the classes.
In addition to the two experiments, the survey also contained sections on background
demographic information and on political engagement. Table 1 below presents the profile
of an average respondent based on these self-reported characteristics: the average age of
respondents was 22 years and almost 60% identified as male while 40% of them identified
as female. While fertility rates are higher in Pakistan, the average household size (6-7
individuals) also represents the cultural norm of living with extended family (uncles, aunts
and grandparents) within the same house. The average respondent reported having relatively
educated parents and likely to be involved in some form of post-graduate education.
The average respondent is also likely to be politically engaged; almost 65% of the respondents had cast their vote in the General Elections held on 25th July, 2018, while 20%
had voted in the elections held five years prior (this is expected since university students
are unlikely to have crossed the 18 year voting age threshold in 2013). About 55% of these
respondents reported knowing their National Assembly constituency number, while 88%
considered themselves to be politically active. Very few, however, reported being directly
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involved in political campaigns, either for the incumbent or the opposition (not reported in
Table 1).
Table 1: Profile of an Average Respondent
Demographics
Age
22 years
Gender
60% likely to be male
HH Size
6-7 individuals
Father’s Education
Completed High School / Intermediate
Mother’s Education
Completed Middle School
HH Income
300−1000/month
Previous Educational Institution Public/Government run
Own Education
Undergraduate / Masters
Previous Employment
38% - private organization / 25% - NGO
Domicile
54% from Punjab

6.1

Political Engagement
Knowledge of NA Constituency 55%
Support for Opposition Party
19%
Support for Incumbent Party
28%
Country’s Economic Situation
Somewhat bad
Country’s Biggest Problem
Fiscal (Taxes and Spending)
Following News
>1 times a week
Registered voter
80% likely
Voted in 2018 General Elections 65% likely
Voted in 2013
20% likely
Politically Active
88% likely

Estimation of Effects

To estimate the causal effect of varying profile characteristics, it is crucial to have correct
randomization. I test for balance along self-reported demographic characteristics for respondents across all twelve versions of the questionnaire. I do this by regressing each demographic
characteristic (age, gender, household size, household income, parents’ education level and
type of previous educational institution) on indicator variables for each version. As Figure 6
below shows, respondents do not vary in their self-reported characteristics along the twelve
distinct questionnaire versions.
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a.Age

b. Gender (male=1)

c. Household Size

d. Education Level - Father

f. Education Level - Mother

l. Household Income

l. Previous Educ Inst

-2
-1.5
-1
-.5
0
.5
1
1.5
Estimated Difference & 95% Confidence Interval

2

Figure 6: Balance on Self-Reported Characteristics
The estimation equation for the Average Causal Marginal Effects is:
Yijk = αijk + βL + ijk

(1)

Here, β is the vector of coefficients of interest, and L is the vector of experimentally
varied attributes within each profile. Additionally, i indexes for each individual respondent,
j indexes the treatment profile seen by the respondent and k indexes for the two experiments
included in the paper. To further elaborate, k ∈ (C, P ) where C refers to the Candidate
Experiment and P refers to the Public Goods experiment. Also, j ∈ (t1 , t2 , . . . , t12 ) when k =
C and j ∈ (t1 , t2 , . . . , t6 ) when k = P , as we have twelve distinct candidate profiles and six
distinct public goods profiles randomized across all respondents. For both the experiments,
I estimate the equation first using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and then using a Logit
estimator.
Since I randomize all potential profiles for each experiment, L = 3 when k = C and
L = 2 when k = P . I also use uniform distribution over p(t), so attributes of interest can be
calculated using an unweighted Ordinary Least Squares. Treatment spillover is also unlikely
as students are encouraged to change their seating position within classrooms, and treatment
is not popularized across university campuses or cities. As the choices are made between
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pairs, I cluster standard errors at the individual level.
6.2

Candidate Experiment

To test whether voters care about foreign aid, I rely on the voters’ formation of candidate
perception through reliance on cues provided by candidate’s educational and occupational
characteristics. I argue that candidates with an international graduate degree and previous
experience in the World Bank are likely to be seen as stereotypical employees of international
organizations who are relatively more likely to secure foreign aid for their constituency.
The results of the candidate experiment are presented in Figure 8. I find evidence for
hypothesis 1; the effect of a candidate having worked previously as a World Bank consultant
is positive and significant on vote choice, although it is insignificant for the rating variable.
This suggests that respondents do prefer candidates whose profile suggests they are more
likely to secure foreign aid funding, and are able to channel existing funding more efficiently
to their constituencies.

MSc in Economics=1

World Bank Consultant=1

Male=1

-.4

-.2

0

Candidate Choice

(a) OLS

.2

.4

.6

Candidate Rating

(b) Logit

Figure 7: Candidate Experiment - Results
Hypothesis 2 is also confirmed as education appears to have a significant, positive impact
on candidate choice; candidates whose profile indicates them as having an MSc in Economics
from a foreign institution are more likely to be chosen compared to candidates who have an
undergraduate degree from one of Pakistan’s best public universities. The effect of education
is strong and positive, and holds across both the vote choice variable and the rating variable.
Admittedly, I do not test directly for the mechanism through which these candidates effect
the foreign aid future of their constituency: either through providing access to existing foreign
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aid programs or through securing incremental foreign aid projects. Whichever mechanism is
at play, I argue that the key characteristics of foreign aid funding is that it is a more stable
source than domestic funding and that it cannot be politically captured by candidates. These
characteristics thus allow voters to circumvent the time inconsistency problem inherent in
politicians’ programmatic promises and prefer candidates who have a pro-foreign aid policy
profile.
6.3

Public Goods Experiment

The results of the public goods experiment are presented in Figure 9 below for two dependent variables: the forced choice between the two profiles and the rating of each public good
by attribute. I do not find confirmation for hypothesis 3; respondents tend to prefer public
goods that are funded by the Government of Pakistan rather than by a foreign government.
The coefficient of funding source is negative for the rating variable, but is insignificant.
I do find evidence to support hypothesis 2, i.e., voters prefer an immediate cash grant
to the installation of school latrines (a socially pertinent tangible public good). Once again,
there is no significant effect on the rating variable. The large confidence intervals on the
rating variables suggest that respondents are less precise when expressing their preferences
on a scale than they are when being forced to make a choice. This confirms my initial design
decision to introduce an implicit cost by presenting respondents with a choice.

Funded by Foreign Government=1

Funded by Foreign Government=1

Basic Cash Grant=1

Basic Cash Grant=1

-.2

-.1

0

Public Goods Choice

(a) OLS

.1

.2

.3

Public Goods Rating

-.2

-.1

0

Public Goods Choice

.1

.2

.3

Public Goods Rating

(b) Logit

Figure 8: Public Goods Experiment - Results
The first result, i.e. voters’ choice to prefer public goods funded by the government of
Pakistan merits further explanation. While hypothesis 3 is not confirmed, I do not see this

500
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result as necessarily running counter to my theory. I theorize that voters consider foreign
aid as a more stable channel of funding; however, this attitude may be prevalent for third
party funding such as the World Bank or other NGOs. It is unlikely to exist for a foreign
government such as the United States, which is often considered by Pakistanis as a “fairweather ally”, and one that has turned its back on the country at least since Donald Trump’s
election to the presidency in November 2016.
In a question following the respondents’ choice of public good, the survey asked them to
name the country they thought was most likely to be the “foreign government” providing
funding for the public good. Figure 8 below shows that the highest frequency of respondents
named United States as the foreign government funding the public good (the “Other” category includes all countries other than the three labeled in Figure 8). This suggests that the
results reflect a limitation of the choice presented to the respondents - between funding from
the Government of Pakistan (a entity about which respondents have sufficient information)
versus “a foreign government” that most respondents may either a) not have associated with
any real-world government when initially choosing amongst the two public goods, or b) associated the “foreign government” with United States, a country that Pakistanis are not prone
to trust as a stable ally.

400

448

239

100

Frequency
200
300

315

0

29

USA
China
Saudia Arabia
Foreign Government (Funding Public Goods)

Other

Figure 9: Foreign Government funding Public Goods
6.4

Knowledge and Willingness to Vote

Previously, I suggest that candidate characteristics cue voters to think about their foreign
aid policy platforms. Additionally, if voters rationally factor foreign aid into their voting
decision, then those who have explicit knowledge of foreign aid are more more likely to hold
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pro-foreign aid preferences. I, therefore, want to test whether respondents who are familiar
with USAID are more likely to vote for candidates that exhibit characteristics conducive to
channeling foreign aid to their constituencies. These respondents should also have a greater
likelihood of voting for public goods financed through foreign aid. Below, I present two sets
of results: in the first figure, I re-run the results above subsetting only to those individuals
who claim to have knowledge about USAID. Here, I find that while the sign and significance
of the results does not change, the actual point estimate is smaller than that for the entire
sample; in other words, knowledge of USAID is not driving voter preferences towards better
educated, ex-World Bank candidates or for cash grants over school latrines.

MSc in Economics = 1
Foreign Govt Funding = 1

WB Consultant = 1

Cash Grant = 1
Male = 1

-.4

-.2

0

Candidate Choice

.2

.4

Candidate Rating

(a) Candidate Experiment

.6

-.4

-.2
Public Goods Choice

0

.2

.4

Public Goods Rating

(b) Public Goods Experiment

Figure 10: Results on Knowledge of USAID (Subset)
The second set of results below runs a modified version of Equation (1) where I add an
interaction term with knowledge of USAID. As the first set of results suggest, this term is
insignificant both for the candidate experiment and for the public goods experiment.
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MSc in Economics=1

Foreign Govt Fund =1

WB Consultant=1
Cash Grant = 1
Male=1
Knowledge=1
Knowledge
Fin. Source X Knowledge
Educ X Knowledge
Public Good X Knowledge

Occ X Knowledge
-.5

0
Candidate Choice

.5
Candidate Rating

(a) Candidate Experiment

1

-.5

0
Public Goods Choice

.5
Public Goods Rating

(b) Public Goods Experiment

Figure 11: Results on Knowledge of USAID - Interaction
If voters knowingly adapt their preferences to foreign aid, why do I not detect any results
in this sample? The most likely reason is lack of statistical power, which for this particular
test is also due to the nature of the sample itself. About 66% of the sample claimed to know
what USAID is and 33% could precisely indicate what the organization’s objective is. Since
the sample is comprised of university undergraduates, almost everyone’s decision is in some
way swayed by their above-average knowledge of aid agencies; in other words, there is too
little variation in the explanatory variable to detect significant effects.

7

Conclusion

Why do voters reelect politicians even when they fail to serve their constituency through
public goods provision? Is it because politicians are able to claim credit for projects, particularly those funded by foreign aid, that they are not directly responsible for? Here, I
develop an alternative theory of voter preferences which suggests that voters’ pro-foreign aid
electoral choices are not driven by misinformation resulting from politicians’ credit claiming
efforts. Instead, voters realize that politicians’ programmatic promises are plagued by time
inconsistency and uncertainty, particularly in the case of institutionally weak, resource poor
democracies. As a result, voters adjust their voting choices and prefer candidates who can
credibly commit to providing access to foreign aid funded projects. In other words, voter
preferences for politicians and public goods shift in the presence of foreign aid, with them
being more likely to elect candidates whose characteristics signal their likelihood to secure
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foreign aid for their constituencies. In addition, owing to general political uncertainty, voters
are more likely to choose public goods that promise them an immediate cash benefit.
These results call for a renewed understanding of foreign aid’s impact on the political
exchange that occurs between voters and politicians. This analysis pivots the analytical lens
to look at the same exchange from the voters’ perspective and shows that voters rationally
respond to information cues associated with foreign aid. While foreign aid is conventionally
understood to bypass any development of bureaucratic or political capacity in the state,
these results also suggest that an alternative accountability calculus exhibited by voters can
force politicians to readjust their efforts to efficient foreign aid access and delivery. To be
sure, it is debatable whether politician effort aimed at the successful delivery of foreign aid
is the best use of politicians’ time. However, given the stickiness both of foreign aid receipts
and of institutional weakness, reducing the access gap between beneficiaries and foreign aid
is an important short-term goal, and can lead to improved economic and political outcomes
in the future.
This paper looks at only a subset of voters within Pakistan - those who are enrolled in
universities. These are voters or potential voters who have an above average knowledge of
foreign aid and are better informed about the work of foreign aid agencies. The pervasive
nature of foreign aid funded development and public projects has, however, exposed a large
proportion of voters to the presence of foreign aid. Therefore, even though these results
should be interpreted with caution, they do warrant further work on voters’ responsiveness
to foreign aid and the adapted role politicians play when the conventional fiscal contract
breaks down, or is absent. Mobilizing voters and garnering their support in developing
countries has been of key interest to scholars in comparative politics; from Chandra’s (2005)
focus on ethnic parties, to the parties’ private provision of public goods to poor voters
(Thachil 2014), scholars have studied various mechanisms to address the puzzle of voter
support of elite parties. I add to this literature by suggesting that poor, non-tax paying
voters, may also respond to foreign aid, thereby supporting politicians who do not have
explicit redistributive agendas. Future work on foreign aid’s unearned nature which allows
voter mobilization can examine this mechanism using observational data and ethnographic
research. Further, within studies on foreign aid, this paper moves beyond debates of aid
efficacy and purports to understand voter behavior given the long-run presence of foreign
aid. It, therefore, encourages a reimagining of political exchange in a world where foreign
aid flows are unlikely to go away any time soon.
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Appendix A
(1)
Candidate Choice
(OLS)
Education
0.0905∗
(Foreign MSc.)
(0.0157)

(2)
Candidate Choice
(OLS)
0.363∗
(0.0634)

(3)
Candidate Rating
(Logit)
0.337∗
(0.105)

(4)
Candidate Rating
(Logit)
0.340∗
(0.101)

Occupation
(World Bank)

0.0253∗
(0.0103)

0.102∗
(0.0416)

0.0441
(0.0741)

0.0390
(0.0693)

Gender
(Male)
N
adj. R2

-0.0169∗
(0.00588)
2058
0.004

-0.0680∗
(0.0237)
2058

-0.145∗
(0.0737)
2006
0.004

-0.139∗
(0.0682)
2006

Standard errors in parentheses
+
p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 1: Candidate Experiment - Results
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(1)
Goods Choice
(OLS)
Finance Source
-0.0314∗
(Foreign Government)
(0.0112)
0.0371∗
(0.0152)
2058
0.001

Type of Good
(Cash Grant)
N
adj. R2

(2)
Goods Choice
(OLS)
-0.126∗
(0.0450)

(3)
Goods Rating
(Logit)
-0.103
(0.0696)

(4)
Goods Rating
(Logit)
-0.0794
(0.0686)

0.149∗
(0.0610)
2058

0.0630
(0.0934)
1971
-0.000

0.0707
(0.0890)
1971

Standard errors in parentheses
+
p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 2: Public Goods Experiment - Results
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(1)
Candidate Choice
0.0852∗
(0.0186)

(2)
Candidate Rating
0.284∗
(0.135)

(3)
Goods Choice

(4)
Goods Rating

Occupation
(WB Consultant)

0.0264∗
(0.0116)

0.0109
(0.0939)

Gender
(Male)

-0.0160∗
(0.00506)

-0.176+
(0.0937)

Finance Source
(Foreign Govt.)

-0.0314∗
(0.0112)

-0.103
(0.0696)

Type of Good
(Cash Grant)
N
adj. R2

0.0371∗
(0.0152)
2058
0.001

0.0630
(0.0934)
1971
-0.000

Education
(Foreign MSc)

1314
0.002

1303
0.003

Standard errors in parentheses
+
p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 3: Results on Knowledge (USAID Subset)
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Education
(Foreign MSc.)

(1)
Candidate Choice
0.0762∗
(0.0358)

(2)
Candidate Rating
0.190
(0.257)

(3)
Goods Choice

(4)
Goods Rating

Occupation
(World Bank)

0.0393+
(0.0219)

-0.0749
(0.178)

Gender
(Male)

-0.01000∗
(0.00437)

-0.154∗
(0.0744)

Knowledge

0.00125
(0.0107)

-0.221∗
(0.0865)

-0.0199+
(0.0113)

-0.0451
(0.0900)

Educ X Knowledge

0.0101
(0.0224)

0.0956
(0.157)

Occ X Knowledge

-0.0119
(0.0140)

0.0843
(0.109)

Finance Source
(Foreign Govt.)

-0.0779∗
(0.0233)

-0.169
(0.168)

Type of Good
(Cash Grant)

0.0425
(0.0340)

0.156
(0.227)

Fin Source X
Knowledge

0.0259+
(0.0146)

0.0517
(0.110)

Type of Good X
Knowledge
N
adj. R2

-0.00486
(0.0215)
1988
0.000

-0.0651
(0.137)
1963
-0.001

1988
0.002

1972
0.006

Standard errors in parentheses
+
p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 4: Results on Knowledge (USAID Interaction)
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Appendix B

Survey Protocol
Enter classroom. Introduce the survey as:
اﺳﻼم ﻋﻠﯿﮑﻢ! ٓاج ھﻢ ٰاپ ﺳﮯ اﯾﮏ ﺳﺮوے ﺑﮭﺮواﯾﮟ ﮔﮯ ﺟﺲ ﮐﺎ ﻣﻘﺴﺪ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺘﯽ اداروں اور ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﮐﻮ ﻣﻠﻨﮯ واﻟﯽ ﺑﯿﺮوﻧﯽ
 ﺷﺎھﺒﺎﻧﻮ اﻋﺠﺎز ﮐﯽPh.D student اﻣﺪاد ﮐﮯ ﺑﺎرے ﻣﯿﮟ ُٓاپ ﮐﯽ ر ؑاے ﺟﺎﻧﻨﺎ ھﮯ۔ ﯾہ ﺳﺮوے ﯾﻨﯿﻮرﺳﭩﯽ ٓاف ﮐﯿﻠﯿﻔﻮرﻧﯿﺎ ﮐﯽ
 ﮐﺎ ﺣﺼہ ھﮯ۔ ٓاپ ﮐﮯ وﻗﺖ اور ﺗﻌﺎون ﮐﺎ ﺷﮑﺮﯾﺔ۔research
MAKE A CONCERTED EFFORT to shuffle the seating position of the students. Please
record if the effort was successful.
Place questionnaires in sets of Version 1-12 so that every student in the classroom gets a
different questionnaire. THIS IS ESSENTIAL.
During the survey, make sure the students do NOT converse with each other. Only answer
clarificatory questions during the survey. Do NOT guide the students regarding survey questions
unnecessarily.
Once the survey is completed, collect the questionnaires, put them in an envelope labeled with:
a. Name of University
b. Date/Time of Survey
c. Classroom Subject (if applicable)
d. Number of Surveys conducted during session.
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